INSTRUCTIONS FOR
SET UP, USE AND RETURN
UNPACK SCOOTER AND RETAIN BOX FOR RETURN
1.

Lift Scooter out of box, swing main steering mast up to full extent. Push mast
down onto locating peg, lock with quick release silver lever. (Photo A)

2.

Assemble the front wheel into the fork. Slide axle bolt through axle hole and
tighten tri-knob.

3.

Fit right hand handle bar with brake lever onto main steering and lock into
place. (Using black tri-knob) (Photo B & C)

4.

To set up for left or right leg use. (Photo D)
Move back axle away from the good leg of the user as indicated by the labels.

Photo A. Steering folding lock

Photo B. Handle bar with brake lever

If this is not set for the correct non weight bearing leg – slacken both quick
release levers on back axle and slide axle to the limit of the slot. Lock up quick
release levers. Brakes will self-adjust.
5.

Adjust the knee post height so user’s hips are level when non weight bearing
leg is on the pad. Use the quick release silver lever on the knee post stem to
do this. (Photo E)

6.

Adjust the knee pad sideways towards the user, using the two tri-knobs in the
slots below the pad. Tighten tri-knobs. (Photo F)

7.

Adjust handle height to suit the user using clamp behind the basket hooks if
needed.

8.

Brakes can be locked on by pushing the lever down away from the handgrip.

9.

Attach basket onto the hooks.

10. To attach the Liquid Holster®, locate the mounting on the handlebar; attach the
holder to this by inserting the small blue knob into the mounting. Quarter turn
to lock.

Photo C. Handbrake lever on Scooter

Photo D. Back axle adjustment

Photo E. Knee post height adjustment

11. Attach crutches to crutch holder brackets, opposite side to user. Tips facing the
front of Scooter, cuffs facing the rear. If back axle has been shifted, undo
tri-knob on crutch holder. Swap crutch holder to opposite side then refit tri-knob
and tighten. (Photo G & H)
12. When using the Knee Scooter please exercise CAUTION when turning sharply to
prevent tipping or overbalancing.

Photo F. Knee pad side adjustment

13. DO NOT overload the basket with heavy objects as this may cause the Knee
Scooter to tip when turning.
14. RETURNS – Repack Knee Scooter into the box provided by reversing the above
setup procedure.

Photo G. Front crutch holder

See packaging list inside box and check that ALL COMPONENTS are packed.
15. Contact Tubular Equipment Ltd, Freephone 0800 757 588 so we can arrange
freight pickup.
Please advise day for pickup and address if different from delivery address.
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WE WILL MANUFACTURE EQUIPMENT TO SUIT ANY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
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Photo H. Back crutch holder

